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Volume XLI

* As we are nearing another Thanksgiving Day I feel impressed to write
a few lines on thankfulness. First,
we must be thankful that our government authorities have set apart a day
of special thanksgiving for all the
blessings given by Almighty God.
This truly is worthy of thought that
our earthly rulers are endowed with
such a spirit. Praise the Lord.
We know each day of our lives
should be a day of prayer and praise.
We have so much to be thankful for,
and what could we do, or what would
we be without this prayer hearing
and answering God? The One who
gives us the breath we breathe, and
keeps our hearts beating within us.
He gave us an existence into this
world for the purpose of glorifying
His ever blessed name. Then how are
we spending the brea,th that He gives
us? This precious time that He has
given us to spend His service? Are
we living a selfish life, or are we as
we read, "not looking on our own
things, but on the things of others?"
This breath that He gives, how often we hear it spent in vain expressions, such as, "for heaven's sake,"
"good God," etc. The poet has truly
said:
"Were half the breath that's vainly spent,
To heaven in supplication sent,
Our cheerful song- would oft'ner be,
'Hear what the Lord has done for me'."
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We that have comfortable, pleasant firesides, sufficient food to nour-
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kind providence for such provision.
But sometimes we hear the remark,
"Oh well I earn it and I deserve it."
Well how could you earn it if God
didn't give you health and strength,
anksffiviiiM
•eye sight, etc? What could we do of
ourselves if He laid the hand of affliction upon us and left us helpless?
7170 holiday in all our calendar
•i * i s comparable to ThanksgivNothing, nothing without Him.
ing. There is no holiday quite
Now I ask, if God spares us to see
hike it anywhere in the world. It
this
day that is set apart for a day
celebrates no battle, no fall of a
of
special
thanksgiving to an AlBaslile no bank or business holiday, the birthday of no great man,
mighty God, how are we going to
no political revolution, no church
spend it? Will it be feasting on the
ritual. It ii the great holiday of
spiritual blessings, will it be spent in
common people who have worked
prayer
and praise? or will it be in
all the year and now thank God
the
vain
pleasures of this world?
humbly for good harvests.
We
are not celebrating Washington or
Many no doubt are here today, enColumbus or the Declaration of
joying good health that may be laid
Independence — but just the true,
low before Thanksgiving Day dawns.
good things, the simple blessings
Many may pass out of this life to face
of the soil and the common life.
a, long eternity. It may be you, it
Most holidays are somewhat, pagan, and if traced back are rooted
may be I.
in the dull and bloody stories of
We that have been in the service
some old ivar; but Thanksgiving is
of
the Lord for years have experithe holiday of peace: the celebraenced
how ready God is to answer
tion of work and the simple life.
prayer, yes "before we call He anYou must go back to the old
Greeks for anything to compare
swers."
with it—a true folk festival that
Then let us on this day that is set
speaks the poetry of the turn of
apart
for a special looking up to Him v.
the seasons, the beauty of the harbe found much on our knees, thanking
vest, the ripe product of the year,
and the deep, deep connection of
Him for past blessings, and asking for
all these thing? with God.
a special out-pouring of His spirit upDAVID GRAYSON.
on the children of men. The world
needs it today, let us especially at the
ish our dying bodies, warm clothing, time of the two minute silence apetc., how thankful we should be to a pointed by government officials, look
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earnestly up to Him with heart-felt
thanks for all that we enjoy from His
hand, peace and plenty which crowns
our land. Those who are not enjoying sufficient, or are in need, may we
reach out a helping hand, remembering the words of our Sa,viour, "The
poor ye have with you always, and
whensoever ye will ye can do them
good." Then let us be careful not to
indulge in luxuries, that we may have
to give to those that are in need.
Farewell, yours in love,
Sister S. M. Taggart,
Box 78, Sta,yner, Ont.

responsible for the welfare of those
children, it is the father and mother.
And if damage comes to those children because of thoughtlessness or
carelessness, those parents will stand
condemned in the sight of God and
man.
And yet there are children, little
children of six and seven, and older
ones of thirteen and fourteen, who
are roaming the streets at night, unattended by any save the ignorant,
the foolish, or the vicious, while
their God-ordained guardians, the
parents, are seated comfortably at
home, quietly reading the newspaper,
or it may be the Bible, or pleasantly
visiting at a neighbor's while their
little children are ignorantly wooing
destruction.
In regard to this matter, we may
lay down one or two things as absolutely certain: The first is that the
father and mother are absolutely responsible for proper oversight of
their children. It makes .no difference whether the father be a distinguished preacher or an ordinary artisan, nor whether the mother be a
woman of genius or simply an ordinary housewife, they are absolutely
responsible for exercising a proper
oversight over their children; and if
they fail, it is only too probable that
a sword will pierce their hearts, for
which no success outside of the home
shall have any healing balm.

MINISTERS NEEDED
On account of the death of our beloved Brother Schell at Welland, there
is urgent need for a man and wife to
fill the vacancy at this mission station.
Orlando church is yet without a
minister. Who loves the souls of
men and the cause of Christ enough
to go on their knees and ask "Do you
want me at Orlando?"
Another district congregation is in
urgent need of a minister.
Letters have been written to every
Bishop in the church, also to individuals. Let us pray that the Lord send
forth workers into His harvest and
then obey.
HOME MISSION BOARD.
M. G. Engle, Chairman
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Sec'y.
WHERE IS YOUR CHILD AT
NIGHT
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hearted parents did not know that
the boys were bad until then. Many
a ruined boy has been ruined, not by
the criminality of his young friends,
but by the awful blindness and well
nigh incredible carelessness of his
own Christian parents, and no bitter
tears can ever blot out the sin and
shame of a parent's failure to keep
faith with his God and with his child.
—Christian Guardian.
Report of Special
Subscriptions Continued
California
Harry Burkholder, Laban Burkholder, Miss Rhoda Wingerd, Miss
Melba Martin, Miss Hazel E. Gramm,
Harold Winger, Mrs.. S. K. McRann,
Saumel Byer, Miss Janna Goings, E.
C. Holman, J. E. Wingerd, Miss Ada
Meschberger, Miss Viola Burkholder,
D. C. Allen, John B. Kauffman, John
C. Byer, Miss Anna Noel, Miss Ada
B. Caufman, Mrs. W. A. Kimbrough,
Mrs. C. E. Mapes.
Previously reported
.
40
Total
60
Pennsylvania
Abram K. Nissley, Abram Snyder,
Mrs. Katie Wells, Clarence W. Herr,
Alvln Heisey.
Previously reported
40
Total
45
Ohio
37
Illinois
15
Canada
Ralph Wideman, Percy
Cober,
Henry Steckley, C. E. Heise, Ralph
Baker.
Previously reported
12
Total
17
Indiana
3
New York
3
Oklahoma
Rufus Gilbert, Mrs. Maude Caldwell,
Elijah Osteen, Arthur Baily, Paul R.
Lady.
Previously reported
5
Total
11
Kansas
John Lenhert, Cyrus W. Lenhert, J.
M. Gish.
Previously reported
9
Total
11
202
Grand Total

And this means that the father
HERE are the children of
your home after night? We and mother have a right to know, and
fear that in too many cases the par- ought to know, where, and with
ents must answer: "We do not whom their children spend their
know." They may be at your neigh- time. This is not so easy as is used
bor's, they may be at church, they to be, but the parents should find
may be at a moving picture show or out in some way or other.
And then the young
children
they may be on the street, but the
parents do not know. They may be should always be at home before
WE THANK YOU !
learning something of what true dark, unless under the care of some
manhood and womanhood is, or they one who is wholly trustworthy. It
E. V. Publishing House
may be taking lessons in youthful not infrequently happens that we
Nappanee, Indiana
depravity from precocious but all sing "Where Is My Wandering Boy
too capable teachers, but the parents Tonight?" just a few years too late.
If we know where the boy is during
do not know.
We often fail to help others because
Where are the horses and cattle, the first fifteen years, it will not us- we begin by trying to apply the cure
or even the chickens? All safe in ually be hard to find out for the af- before making a diagnosis of their
well-fenced pasture or secure build- ter years.
trouble.
Every little while our police courts
ing, for we can not afford to run any
Some people's feelings stick out so
risk of losing them. But the children. see sad-faced fathers and mothers
Well, we do not know just where they whose boys have been arrested for far you can't be near them without
are. And yet, if any one on earth is criminal offenses, and the broken- hurting them.—Selected.
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THANKSGIVING
The President of the United States
has again issued the usual proclamation calling upon the nation to set
apart the last Thursday of this month
as a day of special Thanksgiving for
temporal blessings, and the governors of various states have followed
his example and issued similar proclamations. We should accept these
proclamations as an earnest call to
all, to express our gratitude and
praise to God for His goodness, His
love, and His mercy to us as a nation.
This has been a wonderful year in
many respects. Scarcely a state in
the union but could boast of a bumper
crop of at least one thing or another.
On every hand we have been reminded of God's goodness and mercy toward us. The nation has perhaps
never known a year in which it enjoyed as great a degree of health.
The crops have been abundant. The
mineral resources of our land have
increased. Our business prospered
on every hand. We have had peace
at home and abroad and even though
there seemed to be considerable excitement and some feeling in connection with our national election; more
than forty million people visited the
voting places, and as far as is known
everything was done in a most orderly way. For this we can indeed
be grateful and perhaps still more
grateful for the outcome.
We are made conscious that there
is much sin and evil abroad in the
land. But notwithstanding all this,
we have a deep settled conviction that
there are still many thousands of
men and women in our fair land who
pray. As Christians, we need to join
the nation in giving thanks to God
at such a time as this, and we are
sure that we will not only offer
thanksgiving for the national good
which we enjoy but for the spiritual
blessings also. There have of course,
not been the great revivals during
the year which many of us would appreciate seeing, nevertheless, here
and there the Word has been proclaimed with power and many prec-
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ious souls have been born into the
kingdom of God. Thanksgiving and
the voice of melody are inseparable.
This national holiday has come to
mean more to God's people from year
to year. As we look back to the early
dawn of our national life and realize
that the early pilgrim fathers who
were so much dependent upon the
goodness and mercy of our Heavenly
Father, we are reminded that even
though we have amassed great
wealth, and out of our bounties have
shared with the needy and dying, we
are still as dependent as ever upon
the Giver of every good and perfect
gift.
As we think of our personal reasons for Thanksgiving, such as life,
health, strength, food, clothing,
shelter, loved ones, and a thousand
and one blessings which we cannot
enumerate, and especially of the spiritual blessings, which God has vouchsafed for us through the person of
His only begotten Son; we are made
to ask ourselves these questions—
Are we walking closer to God this
year than last? Have there come to
us a deeper experience of joy and
peace and comfort than we ever knew
before? Have we enjoyed greater victory over sin, or greater strength to
bear the cross that once seemed to
crush us to the ea,rth? Have we
learned to appreciate more fully our
position in grace, the love and care
of God's providences in our behalf,
the fellow-ship and esteem of God's
children about us? If we have we
can truly unite in an occasion of rejoicing and glorifying God for a day
not of mere feasting on the perishable
things of time but of real Thanksgiving and Praise unto His name. With
the Psalmist we may say, "Oh that
men would praise the Lord for his
goodness and for his wonderful works
to the children of men!"
It is not so much the being exempt
from faults, as the having overcome
them, that is an advantage to us; it
being with the follies of the mind,
as with the weeds of a field, which,
if destroyed and consumed upon the
place where they grow, enrich, and
improve it more than if none had
ever sprung there.—Dean Swift.

Page Thr^e
JOY AND REJOICING
One of the fruits of the Holy Spirit
is joy, and rejoicing is the overflow
of Joy. It is right to rejoice. The
joy of the Lord is the Christian's
strength. In his "presence is fullness
of joy;" at His "right hand are pleasures for evermore."
Joy is heavenly. There is rejoicing in heaven. There is joy in the
presence of the angels of heaven.
When a sinner repents the angels rejoice, so do the saints on earth, and
when one turns to God in humble repentance, it brings joy to his own
heart as well.
There are seasons of rejoicing
from the presence of the Lord. The
righteous have a right to rejoice. "Let
all those that put their trust in thee
rejoice: let them ever shout for joy,
because thou defendest them: let
them also that love thy name be joyful in thee. For thou Lord, wilt bless
the righteous: with favor wilt thou
compass him as with a shield." David
testified: "Thou hast put gladness in
my heart, more than in the time that
their corn and their wine increased."
The old prophet Habakuk testified:
"Although the fig tree shall blossom,
neither shall fruit be in the vines;
the labor of the olive shall not fail,
and the fields shall yield no meat; the
flock shall be cut off from the fold,
and there shall be no herd in the
stalls: yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I
will joy in the God of my salvation.
The joy that wells up in the heart
is not affected by transitory things.
"The kingdom of God is not meat and
drink, but righteousness, and peace,
and joy in the Holy Ghost."
The joy that the Lord gives, the
joy of the Holy Ghost, no man can
take away. Those who live close to
the Lord and walk in communion with
Him are able to rejoice ever more,
and to give thanks in everything, and
even to count it all joy when they fall
into diver temptations." Finally,
there will be great joy and rejoicing
when the Lord comes; for then it
will be said, "Let us be glad and rejoice for the marriage of the Lamb is
come, and His wife hath made herself ready."—L. B. W.
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til the family was able to live better,
have more comforts, and finally to
build and furnish a comfortable home.
This went on for seven long years,
when the wife and daughters grew
heartsick and weary of the husband
ministers of the Gospel of his gener- and father's absence. They sat down
ation :
and wrote him a letter like this:
2. The gift of the Holy Ghost is dis- "Father, we have had enough of your
tinct from the Gracious Bestowments
gifts, we want you. Come home,
of the Spirit. As the gift of the
come home. We cannot enjoy anySpirit is to be distinguished from His
thing you have sent us longer
supernatural endowments, so it is
without you. Come, 0 come!" On
not to be confounded with His gracreceipt of this letter, he closed up his
ious bestowments.
mining enterprises, settled his busiEvery child of God is the subject ness affairs, and took a steamer for
of diversified operations of the Spir- Panama, thence to New York, thence
it. Awakening, renewal, assurance, home. Think you not that from the
comfort, light, warmth, strength, moment he stepped into that home,
guidance—all these are gracious bene- there came into it a light and a cheer,
fits of the Spirit. Such blessings of a joy which his gifts, however precthe Spirit do not constitute nor imply ious, had not ministered! He was
the gift of the Holy Spirit Himself as more to their hearts and that home
an indwelling presence. Better than than all the bestowments which he
these, as precious and invaluable as
had lavished upon them.
they are, is the conscious presence of
So the benefits of the Spirit in parthe Blesser Himself.
don, in adoption, in comfort, in joy, in
To many of God's children the Holy
a thousand forms of blessing and
Spirit is like an absent friend, a fablessedness, are all precious to the
ther, or husband, or son, sending
child of God; but when he gives Himhome messages of affection, and beself to the soul, it is joy unspeakable
stowing precious gifts, but himself
and full of glory. When superadded
never coming home to be welcomed,
to His gifts we receive the Giver,
greeted, fellowshipped, and enjoyed
there comes with Him a salvation and
in his personal presence at the firesatisfaction, complete and permanent.
side. Mother, wife, sister have his
Having had so many blessings of the
gifts, but not him.
Spirit, let us now receive the Giver
In the year 1850, when the "gold Himself. He is the gift.
fever" was raging throughout the
3. The gift of the Holy Ghost as a
land, and many were leaving their
presence imparts a distinctive temhomes and friends to seek their fortunes in the mines of California,, a per and tone to the Christian life.
gentleman in Ohio, who had an inYou hold in your hands two bars of
teresting family—a wife and two metal. They seem just alike. They
daughters, ages seven and nine years have the same size, shape, weight and
—said to them. "We are not getting color. You detect, however, that
on very well. I work hard, and bare- one has a power that the other has
ly make a livelihood. With your con- not. It attracts other substances and
sent, I believe I will go to the gold holds them. The one is a magnet,
regions on the Pacific Coast, and see the other is not. To one is conjoined
if I cannot improve our temporal con- an ethereal presence called magnedition." They consented. He went, tism. It is this that transforms the
reached the gold fields safely, and one into a force the other does not
soon had the good fortune to open lu- exert. So the Holy Spirit, received
crative mines. Every steamer that into the soul of a believer, transforms
came from Panama to New York him into a spiritual force hitherto unbrought to his wife and daughters possessed. The difference between
letters of affection and remittances one child of God and another is not a
of money. The letters were frequent, difference of earnestness, sincerity
the amount of money increased, un- or devotion, but in this: one has the

CONTRIBUTIONS
THE GIFT AND THE GIFTS OF
THE HOLY SPIRIT.

T

HE dispensation of the Holy Ghost
had its beginning on the day of
Pentecost. Previous to His going
away Jesus had told His disciples
again and again, that after His departure He would send the Holy
Spirit, to be with them, within them,
dwell with them and to be in them.
He says: "Ye know Him, for He
dwelleth with you and shall be in
you." It is very important that we
should carefully notice the distinction between the gift of the Holy
Spirit, "and the supernatural endowments of the Spirit." One writer
says, "The Apostle Paul in I Cor. 12,
speaks of certain gifts of the Spirits,
such as the gifts of healing, miracles
tongues, interpretation, etc.—soveign,
supernatural
bestowments,
which the Spirit divideth to every
man, severally as He will. These gifts
of the Spirit, either separately or collectively, do not constitute the gift
of the Spirit. One might have the
gift of the Spirit without having any
of the gifts, or these gifts without
having the gift of the Spirit. There
were those in the Corinthian Church
who had the supernatural endowments of the Spirit, but who evidently had not the indwelling presence of
the Spirit. There were unseemly rivalries between those who possessed
these gifts, amounting to contentions
and variances respecting their relative importance. Undue emulations
had been excited by the possession of
these gifts, in so much that the Apostle was moved by inspiration to write
them, defining their design, relative
importance, and subordinate place in
respect to the gift of the Holy Spirit
Himself. He allowed that these gifts
were desirable, and might be coveted,
but only in a certain order. He points
out a more excellent way." See I Cor.
13.
The following are extracts from the
writings of the late Rev. S. A. Keen,
one of the most saintly and useful
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baptism with the Holy Ghost; the is so bright." Then he had to conother has not. Take two Christian fess that while he was abroad he had
workers, class leaders, Sunday School sought and found the gift of the
teachers, missionaries, or preachers Holy Ghost. His face had told on him
both converted, consistent, consecrat- before he could say a word.
ed. One is fearful, despondent, inefA beloved brother in the ministry
fective ; the other is courageous, hope- whom we knew well, though an able,
ful, successful. What is the differ- devoted and successful preacher, had
ence ? The latter has the gift of the the infirmity of a strange diffidence.
Holy Spirit.
Althought he had nothing to be
A returned missionary who had ashamed of, either in the matter or
been twenty years in the field heard the manner of his preaching, yet he
this very exposition of the gift of the could not look his congregation in the
Holy Ghost. At the close he came to face. He would look at the floor, or
us with tears in his eyes and said, "I the ceiling, or out of the window,
see it. For twenty years I have la- anywhere but into the faces of the
bored beside Brother L.; he has been people. He was preaching one Sabsteady and patient, and has seen bath at a quarterly meeting for the
things come to pass. I have worked presiding elder, when all at once in
just as hard as he; but have fretted, the midst of his sermon, he stopped,
have had but little comfort, and much lifted his head, looked into the faces
less fruit. It is all clear. Brother L. of the people. An unearthly brighthas the gift of the Holy Ghost and I ness came out upon his countenance.
have not. I must have it." Then, He was silent for a moment, and then
bowing, midst weeping penitents and raising his hands, he exclaimed, "It
returning backsliders, he soon rose has come! It has come! 0, I have
from the altar, his scholarly, manly waited so long. The baptism with the
face glowing with holy light, saying Holy Ghost has come." From that
as he did so, "It will be different here- time till called from the walls of Zion,
he could look his congregation in the
after in my work."
face. That holy light became a fixed
4. The gift of the Holy Ghost as a
color on his countenance. One who
presence imparts a kind of physical
was present when that illumination
transfiguration to the child of God.
came to his soul and countenance in
It illumines the face, brightens the the pulpit, and who saw him as he lay
eye, sweetens the voice, hallows the in his coffin, said that the same Heavmanner. It shines him up. God's enly glow rested on his face in death.
people need to shine up. Sin and dev- The spiritual transfiguration of life,
ilries are putting on their best looks feature, and manner under the power
and best airs. If the Church is to of the Holy Ghost, is what Joseph
win, it must outshine sin. The bap- Cook calls "the solar radiance of the
tism with the Holy Ghost puts the soul." That will do for philosophy;
sunshine into the life. Those who but the theology of it is, it is the
have the gift of the Holy Ghost do glory of the Holy Ghost as an innot always know that they look bright dwelling presence. It was this that
—are not always conscious of it; but mantled the face of Fletcher with
others perceive it. Moses' face shone seraphic sweetness. This was Dr.
when he came down from the mount. Mahan's "sun that went no more
"Moses wist not that his face shone"; down," and "the moon that did not
but people saw it. A Christian work- withdraw itself" — his "everlasting
er left his home to spend several light."—Adapted.
weeks in special service for souls. He
returned home after a most successful meeting. As he entered the house,
THE HOLY CITY
his wife said, "My dear, what is the
matter with you ?" " 0 , nothing whatBy T. H. Salmon, New Zealand
ever. I am very well." "But look at
your face," "Why, what is the matter
The twenty-first chapter of Revelawith my face, is it soiled ?" "No, but
tion is a most wonderful and precious
I never saw you with such a, face; it
portion, and it is surprising how lit-

tle it is understood. One of the chief
reasons, we believe, why it is not better understood by God's people to-day,
is because of their refusal to accept
the literal interpretation. To cast
aside the literal interpretation, and
to indulge in so much of the reasoning that is so common among us today in regard to this important subject, only brings confusion, and manifests a lack of faith in the Word of
God.
The Lord has promised to prepare
a place for us (John xiv. 3), "Here we
have no continuing city, but we seek
one to come." "He hath prepared for
them a city." "But ye are come unto Mount Zion, and unto the city of
the living God, the heavenly Jerusar
lem" (Heb. xiii. 14; xi. 16; xii. 22).
"And I, John saw the holy city, New
Jerusalem, coming down from God
out of Heaven, prepared as a bride
adorned for her husband."
Surely we cannot be wrong in believing that these references to a
city, though Divine in its origin and
heavenly in its character, should be
understood literally, and as referring
to the Place that the Lord spoke of
in John xiv. 3.
It is said by some that it is impossible to make this a literal city, because of the measurements given of
its dimensions.
0 ye of little faith, why reason ye
thus ? It is 12,000 furlongs; and the
length, breadth and height of it are
equal. This means that it is 1,500
miles long, 1,500 miles broad, and
1,500 miles high.
The wall is 144 cubits; and if we'
are to allow 18 inches to the cubit,
that would make the wall to be 216
feet. And, of course, everybody
takes it for granted that the wall is
216 feet high. I believe it is 144
cubits thick, and 12,000 furlongs
high; that would be "great and high,"
as verse 12 says it is. Surely, when
God calls the wall "great and high,"
we should expect it to be more than
216 feet high. In studying the measurements of the Temple that is to
be in the earthly city, as given in
Ezek. xli., we find that it is the thickness of the wall that is given in verses
9 and 12. That wall will be five cubits (71/2 feet) thick.
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE
"ANSWERED AT LAST."

I

HAVE often thought that the goldenvials of John's heavenly vision filled
with incense, the prayers of the saints,
must contain many hundred thousands of
prayers of parents for their children, especially of godly parents for ungodly children; for among the millions of earnest
petitions that daily ascend to the throne,
many thousands come from hearts made
sad by those they love the dearest grieving them the most. And how many such
parents have prayed and waited, and have
at last gone down to the grave without seeing their dearest hope realized!

How is it that some truly consistent and
earnest religious parents have wicked children? We know it is so, but we also know
it is the exception and not the rule. A
large majority of ministers, officers, and
members of our Christian churches are
children of pious parents; and the rule is,
that pious parents have pious children, and
where we find the exception we are surprised and pained, and wonder how it is. The
sons of the good old patriarch Jacob almost broke his heart. David was a good
man, and one whose recorded experience
has been a blessing to millions, yet he had
great trouble with his children. Good old
Eli loved and served his God, yet he had two
bad sons. And many good parents since
their day, have had to mourn and weep,
and pray over their undutiful offspring,
through many long years, and themselves
go to heaven before their prayers have been
answered. But their requests are treasured up in golden vessels before the throne
and who knows how many of them will be
heard? Many of them have already been
answered and for the comfort of sorrowing fathers and mothers, the following incidents are recorded.
Fifteen years since, a woman kept a small
shop in Rochdale, whose only brother, named John, sometimes came over to see his
sister. I found that John was a farmer,
and an active member of a Christian church,
and that he took more delight in conversing
about religion that either his crops or his
cattle.
#
"You have much to be thankful for: a
good farm, good health, and a good hope of
heaven," I observed.
"Yes; I have much for which I ought to
be grateful, but I have one standing trouble that will go with me to the grave; for,
though I know I am a pardoned sinner, the
remembrance of some of my sins leaves a
sting that will never be extracted. Money
cannot do it, time will not do it, and all the
people in the world can not, if they would.

I refer to my conduct to my father and mother."
For several minutes we walked on in silence, for John seemed deeply affected and
I did not know what to say. At last I
asked: "Are they both dead?"
"Yes, many years since; and I believe
that my wickedness shortened their days."
"Were they religious?"
"Yes. I now think that two better
Christians never lived; but from the time I
became a young man, they had nothing
from me but sorrow upon sorrow. They
died when I was at the worst. I believe
they offered up thousands of prayers for
my salvation. Many of them I heard, for
we had daily prayer; but long before they
died I refused to join them—I either contrived to be absent, or walked out of the
house. But now I set a value on those old
prayers beyond language to express. They
piled them up in heaven for me."
"In what did your bad conduct principally consist?"
"Refusing to attend church, abusive
language, neglecting work, bad company
late hours, and worse. But I did not think
of the pain I was inflicting at the time; in
fact, I did not care. A kind old creature,
who lived with my parents for many years,
and who now resides in a cottage near my
farm, has told me, at times, of what she
saw, and she always weeps while telling.
She has several times given me the history
of one night, part of which I knew.
"On going out, that day she refers to, my
father told me, with a troubled look, that
my conduct was getting past bearing, and
that if I was not at home by eleven o'clock
he would bolt the door. Mother heard what
he said, and looked very uneasy, for she
knew he would perform his threat. My
poor mother had often waited up for me
much later, though eleven is a late hour
for farmers. The old servant, when first
telling me said:
" 'I saw your mother go up stairs several
time that day, and I knew what for. She
knew where to take her troubles, and you,
Johnny, found her plenty of them. When
night came, and it began to be late, she became very uneasy, and many times opened
the door and looked out into the dark,
hearkening for your step with breathless
anxiety. Your father sat reading his Bible by the fireside; but, poor man, he did
not read much; he looked more into the fire
than into the book, for he was greatly
troubled. I, too, was very anxious, for I
knew what was going on, and I would have
given my new cap to have heard your feet
coming.
" 'The clock struck at last.
quietly rose and bolted the

Your father
door. Your
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mother bent down her head to hide her silent tears. I believe the shooting of that
bolt went to her heart. Oh, Johnny, it is
a sad thing to bolt a door on a child—to
lock one out that ought to be in. Not a
word was spoken. We all retired to bed,
but not to sleep. I think your mother was
long on her knees that night; and I have
heard her say since, that neither she nor
your father slept one wink. It was a sorrowful night for us all.'
"I remember going home the night the
servant mentioned, and finding all fast, I
got the barn ladder, and crept through the
hay-loft door upon the haystack, thinking
how cleverly I had found myself a bed. My
father said little to me for several days,
but my mother entreated me, for her sake,
to give up my bad company, saying I should
bring down their gray hairs with sorrow
to the grave. And I believe she was right
in her predictions. They both lie buried
in the churchyard, not far from my dwelling. I have many times leaned over the
gate, and looked on their grave with my
heart almost breaking. Every bar of that
gate has been wet with my tears, and one
dark night I knelt on the cold stone that
covers them praying for pardon."
"And how did you become a changed
man?"
"I well remember that even when I was
at the worst, I had continued convictions
and strivings of the Spirit. There was
nothing troubled me so much as the prayers of my parents. Wherever I was at the
time of prayer, I was miserable, and I many
times wished they would not pray for me;
but it is a mercy they did. For several
Sundays after my father's death, I, for decency's sake, attended the church; and on
one Sabbath morning I had such a view of
my misconduct, that I wondered the earth
did not open and swallow me up. For
many weeks after I was in the most wretched state of mind. I wanted to pray, but
durst not; and when I read the Bible—my
father's Bible—which I sometimes did in
private, I felt worse and worse, until I was
forced to go on my knees and cry for mercy.
I found mercy, and believe the prayers of
my parents have at last been heard. Oh
how I wish they had lived to see the
change; I believe they would have lived
longer. It is a dreadful thing for children
to disobey parents, especially good parents.
It is sure to bring sorrow, sooner or later.
But, thank God, their prayers are heard.
They will be surprised to see me in heaven,
but I do believe I shall see them there, and
it will be a meeting."
"Yes, John," thought I, "you are right it
will be a meeting; and I believe there will
be myriads of such meetings in heaven. The
prayers of God's saints, whatever they are
for, are treasured up in golden vials to
show how precious they are."
John's description of his wicked conduct
to his parents, and the sorrow he had
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caused them, reminded me of an early acquaintance, who brought much sorrow to
his home. How many families who, but
for one member, would be happy families,
have a continual cloud hanging over their
home in consequence of that one! There
needs but one wicked disobedient child to
destroy the peace of a whole house. To
fear going among our friends, to keep away
from the social circle, and even keep from
the house of God, lest we may be asked
something respecting an erring sister or
brother, or an undutiful child, is very depressing to the spirits. A good man, who
fondly hoped to see his sons become his
stay and staff, and inherit his name and
credit, has been bowed down to the earth
to find them his disgrace, sees another good
man surrounded with kind, affectionate, dutiful sons and daughters, how his soul
yearns with anguish over the contrast! He
only can give a true estimate between a
good child and a bad one.
Thomas, the young man now before us,
caused his father the greatest trouble; and
that good, kind old man had to go down to
the grave, and never see the child for
whom he had offered thousands of prayers
become a changed character. He made the
latter part of his father's days, days of
continual sorrow; so much so that he "felt
afraid he should lose his natural affection
for him, and become absolutely indifferent
to his welfare, either here or hereafter;"
but he finished this painful sentence with a
flood of tears, showing that his love for
him was still very powerful.
Many times when Thomas was out late,
the mother would pretend to be busy sewing, that she might have an excuse for remaining up, so that the door might not be
bolted against her wicked son; and frequently, after her husband had retired to
bed—not to rest, did the poor afflicted creature kneel down and pour out her soul to
God on behalf of her erring child; and
Thomas, more than once, when peeping
through the keyhole, saw his mother on
her knees, and knew for whom she was
praying; and though he was often more or
less drunk, yet he would afterward come
back and thank her for her interest taken
in him.
The time at last came when his father
could no longer attend the public worship
of God. He gradually sank in health, lingering for many months. Step by step he
went to the grave, without any particular
disease. The last day of his life he wished
to have a private interview with his son,
he felt anxious to give him his blessing
and a last warning, while he was able to
speak. Thomas was led into the room of
his dying father by his weeping mother.
He sat down beside the bed; the father
stretched out his thin, clammy hand, and
Thomas took hold of it, waiting his father's
words, but none were spoken. Speech had
fled—he never spoke again.
Every day that Thomas went to his
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work he had to pass within a few yards
of his father's grave. I have seen him several times in the dark looking through the
rails on the spot where his parent lay buried.
Shortly after the night I last saw him he
left the country, and little was heard of
him for some time. One morning a letter
came, addressed to his mother. It was the
handwriting of her son—the undutiful son
of a thousand prayers. On the last page
of the letter were the following words:
"Mother, do you ever feel your heart
hard when you pray ? I have been on my
knees many times, asking God to forgive
me for my conduct to you and my poor
dead father, but, or, how hard my heart
feels. I want to pray, but somehow, can
not. Yet I can not give it up. Most of this
letter has been written on my knees. The
Lord have mercy upon me, and soften my
heart, and bend my stiff neck. Oh, Lord,
keep me and save me."
When the mother received this letter,
she, like Hezekiah, went in private and
spread it before the Lord. Oh, how she
prayed, again and again, that her ungodly,
wandering child might now become a new
creature in Christ Jesus. She rejoiced over
the letter, but she rejoiced with trembling.
Hope was now brightening, but doubt still
lingered, and she was afraid to say a word
about it even to her most intimate friends.
But letter after letter followed, all in the
same strain; and then came one that money
could not buy, telling the dear, dear mother
that Thomas was now a pardoned child of
God. The father in heaven, and the mother
on earth were answered at last.
Five years have now rolled away since
Thomas wrote this letter to his mother, but
still he remains a sincere and active Christian, and is much loved and respected, and
is an unspeakable comfort to his widowed
mother; but Thomas has often been heard
to say that he never thinks of his father
without a bitter pang of sorrow.
SOME STARTLING FACTS
More than one-half the human race can
neither read nor write a word of any language.
In Africa there are 843 languages and
dialects spoken, none of which are in
printed form save those that have been reduced by missionaries.
The Bible has been translated into 100
languages and dialects of Africa, but there
are still 743 tribes that have no Bible in
their language.
Can you imagine what it would mean to
live in a town where a letter is never received nor a letter ever written? Where
there is no sound of a school bell, and into
which no magazine or paper ever comes?
Counting all the mission schools in Sierra
Leone which have been established by mis-
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sionaries, they are able to provide facilities for less than one child in a hundred.
Of the 5,000 towns for which the United
Brethren Church is responsible in Sierra
Leone, 4,970 have no schools.
Only five out of every one hundred people in China are able to read.
Only two out of every one hundred children in China have school privileges.
China is just now in need of 1,000,000
schools to care for her 60,000,000 children
who have never yet had an educational opportunity.
Do you know that the Chinese have unusual memories ? It is not an uncommon
thing for boys and girls in our mission
schools to memorize from one to four of
the Gospels.
If the United States had as many girls
in college in proportion to her population
as has China, there would be but seven girls
in college in our whole country.
A large number of leaders of the new
republic of China were educated in mission schools. The government is asking
these schools to furnish leaders in large
numbers. This is the chance for the church
to furnish them, and through them mold the
future of that great republic.
China is to-day at the feet of the West
in school. Will Christianity in this generation so redeem the time that when China
has learned from America its arts, its
sciences, its industry, she shall also have
received our best gift—Christianity?
Nearly every one of our mission schools
abroad is turning pupils away for lack of
room.
Japan has a splendid government school
system which cares for the education of its
people, but all religious teaching has been
excluded from these schools, and the students, losing faith in their old superstitions,
are being swept away into agnosticism and
the grossest immorality. Government leaders have called missionaries into consultation regarding the situation. They are
realizing that their old religions are inadequate to meet the situation. Japan's great
need today is Christian schools.
When missionaries entered the Philippine
Islands and Porto Rico they found that
from eighty-five to ninety-five per cent of
the people were wholly illiterate. The
United States Government has been meeting this situation and rapidly reducing the
percentage of illiteracy. In these islands,
as in Japan, the great need is for Christian leaders who shall guide in the affairs
of the government and church.—The Watchword.
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MARRIAGES
MARSHALL-CRONK — At the home of
the bride's parents, 'Bro. and Sr. Joseph
Cronk, Nanticoke, Ont., on Saturday, November 3, there occurred the marriage of
their daughter, Sr. Marie Elizabeth to Mr.
George Edward Marshall of Nanticoke. Eld.
Earl M. Sider officiated. May the blessing
of God follow them through life.
VAN DYKE-McCULLOH— On September 2nd, 1928, at the home of the bride's
parents, Eld. and Sr. W. E. McCulloh, there
occurred the marriage of Bro. Guy Van
Dyke of Union Grove, Illinois, and Sister
Anna M. McCulloh of Clyde, Illinois. The
ceremony was solemnized by Eld. W. E.
McCulloh in the presence of a few friends
and close relatives.

OBITUARIES
LANTZ—Mrs. Lydia Lantz, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Henry Hoover died Oct. 23,
1928, aged 84 years, 1 month and 11 days.
She leaves to mourn her departure three
children: Mrs. Irene Gump, Artemas, with
whom she made her home and Albert R.
also eleven grandchildren and three great
grandchildren. Her husband preceded her
many years ago. One brother Bishop B.
F. Hoover survives.
Our mother has quietly left us.
Her earth life has come to its close.
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Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194—14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of L. B. Schell and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Henry P.
and Sr. Fern Heisey, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route
Iron Springs Mission, in charge of Christian HSider and wife, Fairfield, Pa.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Engle and wife, Garlin Kentucky.

Old Peoples' Home

Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa

Elder and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Elder and Mrs.
H. H. Brubaker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Mary Heisey, Miss Annie Winger, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag. Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Elder R. H.
Mann, Miss Martha Kauffman, Wanezi Mission,
Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder H. J. Frey, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrus Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Anna Engle,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.

India
Saharsa, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. Katie
B. Smith, Miss A. M. Steckley, Miss Ruth E. Byer.
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. G. E. Paulus, Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss M. E.
Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. H. J. Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Calif.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Gormley, Ont.,
Canada, c. o. Mrs. Sarah Steckley.
Miss Beulah Musser, Abilene, Kansas.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th Street, Abilene,
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Penna.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. o. Clarence Musser, Chambersburg, Penna., R. 2.

Treasurers of the Different Boards

Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger, and John DeHaan and wife.
Messiah Orphanage,
Florin, Pa., A. B. Musser,
Steward, and Katie L. Musser, Matron.

Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybill
Wolgemuth. Mt.
Joy, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Albert Reigle, Ridge way, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Church Extension—Jacob
Ginder, Manheim, Pa,
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Publication Board—Charles E. Clouse, Nappanee, Ind.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page. Detroit, Kansas.
Tract Committee—Chas.
Engle, Upland, Cal.

And tho' we may long for her often
She breaks not her silent repose.

Rev. Shaffer.
tery.

We commit you our dearest mother,
Unto Him Who doth all things well.
And hope in the great tomorrow
To meet where our Christ doth dwell.

The best interpretation of what a
man's faith is, is to be found not in
what he says, but in what he does.
A faith that does not fruit in actions
in correspondence with it, is a spurious and worthless faith, if indeed it
may be called a faith at all. This is no
decrying of creeds. Creeds have rendered, and are rendering, a great
service, a,nd we believe in the wisdom of them; but they need to be not
only professed, but also lived. Nowhere in the Word of God is it taught
that talking can take the place of doing.—Selected.

Orphanages

SHIRK—Barbara E. Shirk, daughter of
Joseph Rebecca Shirk was born near Martinsburg, Blair Co., Pa., May 13, 1857, and
passed away from her home in Shannon,
Illinois, October 30, 1928, aged 71 years, 5
months and 17 days.
She moved with her parents to Ogle Co.,
Illinois, in the Spring of 1866.
In the year of 1876 she was converted,
and later joined the Brethren in Christ
church of which she remained a faithful
member to the end. On December 4, 1877,
she was united in marriage to John Shelly.
To this union four children were born:
George A., Ida M., Harry N., and Oscar. Of
these George A. and Ida M. preceded her in
death. Her husband passed away on October 14, 1922. Her parents died in the
year 1901 and her two brothers in the year
1925. Those that remain to mourn their
loss are Harry and Oscar of Shannon, 111.,
and five grandchildren; also a sister Mrs.
Joseph Eshelman of Sedgwick, Kansas, and
many other relatives and friends.
She was a devoted wife and mother, a
kind friend and neighbor.
Funeral services were held in the Brethren Church at Shannon, Illinois on November 1, conducted by Rev. H. L. Trump,
of Polo, Illinois, assisted by Rev. Delp and

Interment in Shannon ceme-

If the happiness of your life is at
the mercy of every wind that blows,
then look to the foundation on which
you have built it. The real trouble is
there.
"A wise man is like a pin; his head
prevents him from going too far."
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Reports

UPLAND, CALIFORNIA

PHILADELPHIA MISSION

The Dedication of a New House—On
Friday evening, November 9, a company of
God's people numbering perhaps 60 or 75
met at the home of Bro. and Sr. Alderfer,
situated about a mile and a half east of Upland, to hold a prayer meeting and dedicate
their new and commodious house to the
service of God, Bro. C. C. Burkholder spoke
briefly from Deut. 20:5. Shewing by this
that it was the custom of the children of
Israel to dedicate their new houses to God.
He also spoke of the sweet memories of
home, father and mother. Others also gave
some thrilling experiences of their early life
at home. Then by prayer by different ones
the home was dedicated to God and His
blessing invoked upon the family. All in
all it was a very pleasant and profitable
evening.

To the Visitor family greetings: We are reminded of the words of the Psalmist, "Bless
the Lord oh my soul and forget not His
benefit."
Surely the Lord has been gracious to us
during another summer, which seemed so
very short, reminding us of the brevity of
time and that we are hastening toward the
setting of the sun.
The summer activities have been many
and varied, the park meetings were well attended, and seemingly by an appreciative
audience, tracts and S. S. papers were given
out, children were entertained and given impressive illustrations, personal inquiries and
conversations engaged in showing us hearts
were hungry for God, and surely do we find
hungry hearts everywhere, but the price is
too great and such a variety of teaching,
souls fear to believe God and His Word. We
are thankful for the privilege to lift up a
Gospel and standard that saves from sin.
Many could indeed sing, "The summer is
ended, the harvest is over and I am not
saved."
During part of August and part of September a tent meeting was held in Flourtown, the success of which from a human
viewpoint was hindered from the very beginning, as four different ministers did the
speaking. However the Word went forth
each night with no uncertain sound and at
times there was much conviction, and souls
were made to see their condition in the light
of eternity.
We are thankful the things of God are
not measured by the mind of man. There
were three souls at the altar who met the
Lord in a very definite way. When we think
of the value of our soul every effort is worth
while. One precious soul was there only on
the last Sunday evening, and the special
song so forcibly gripped her heart, she could
not shake it off, and about two weeks later
was wonderfully saved. May God water the
seed that was sown, results of which will be
made known in eternity.
Financial for July, August and September
Mission offerings, $58.91; Individual offerings: Bro. and Sr. Wm. Stinson $7.00; A
Brother $2.00; Bro. and Sr. Clarence Herr
$7.00; Sr. Rebecca Schock $2.00; Bro. and
Sr. Isaac Hoffman $2.50; Bro. and Sr.
Phares Peters, $5.00; Bro. Peters, $1.00;
Bro. Estill $2.00; Bro. and Sr. Seth Sentz
$2.00; Bro. and Sr. Albert Brechbill $5.00;
Sr. Irene Haines $10.00; $5.00 Cash $22.00;
Bro. Jno. Cober $5.00; Bro. Theron Books
$5.00. Total $141.41.
Expenses:—Deficit last report $20.89;
groceries $138.37; Laundry supplies $3.45;
gas (3 mo.) $7.20. Total $169.91. Deficit
due mission $28.50.
Donations: Bro. and Sr. Graybill Wolgemuth; Sr. Frances Rosenberry; Bro. and
Sr. Webster Eshleman; Bro. and Sr. Carl
Bowers; Bro. and Sr. Landis; Sr. Mary Landis; Bro. and Sr. Clarence Herr; Sr. Katie
Landis; Mr. Goldman (fruit and veg. deale r ) ; Bro. and Sr. Odgers; Sisters from
Souderton; Bro. and Sr. Oliver Radcliff; Sr.
Frances Heisey; Sr. Schumann; Sr. Mary
and Martha Landis; Bro. and Sr. Allen
Freed. A generous donation of fruit and
vegetables was recevied from Rapho district..
Poor Fund: Balance April 1st, $29.15. Bal.
Oct. 1st, $26.00
We wish to thank every one sharing in
this report and ask to be remembered in
your prayers.
Clyde R and Mae Shirk, Barbara Hitz,
Mary Sentz.

Missionary Sunday—We held this on November 4. Bro. Burkholder spoke inspiringly on the preciousness of salvation thru
our Lord Jesus Christ and how we ought to
gladly give it out to the whole world. Bro.
Swanson on furlough from Africa where he
has been twenty-six years spoke in the evening. His message was very interesting in
regard to the work and experiences on the
field. Good offerings were lifted morning
and evening. It was a blessed day.
Revival meetings—Bro. J. H. Wagaman,
from Tulare Co., California began these on
the morning of Nov. 11. At this writing he
has preached four sermons. These were delivered by the power of the Holy Ghost. We
are trusting God to send us a gracious revival which we need very much. Several
have sought God and we believe many others
will come ere these meetings close, which
are to last over Bible Conference which is
to be held on Thanksgiving week. Will you
who love to pray intercede for these meetings.
J. H. B. Cor.

GOD'S WILL
God is the master of the scenes.
We must not choose which part we
shall act; it concerns us only to be
careful that we do it well, always saying, "If this please God, let it be as
it is;" and we who pray that God's
will may be done on earth as in
heaven, must remember that the angels do whatsoever is commanded
them, and go wherever they are sent,
and refuse no circumstances. —Jeremy Taylor.
Nothing can come out of nothing,
any more than a thing can go back
to nothing.—Marcus Aurelius.

Pajfe Eleven
REPORT OF THE BENEFICIARY BOARD
From April 16, 1928 to Nov. 1, 1928
April 16, 1928 Balance on hand....$ 9,147.29
Receipts
Apr. 23, El'izabethtown S. S., Pa.....'
76.85
At>r. 24, Abilene, Kans. church
70.00
May 1, Pleasant Hill S. S., 0
31.00
May 18, In His Name, Chambersburg, Pa
25.00
May 18, Zion S. S., Abilene, Kans.
46.91
May 18, San Francisco, Calif.,
Mission
35.00
May 21, Donegal Dist., Pa
21.95
May 21, Walter Bowen, Upland,
Calif
12.50
May 23, W. J. Wilson, Howard,
Pa
3.00
June 4, Black Creek, Church, Ont.
92.00
June 4, Ledyam Delinger
2.00
June 4, Conference Offering cash....
267.64
June 7, Union Grove S. S., Indiana
26.01
June 21, Mary Byer, Hamlin, Kans.
25.00
July 9, A sister, Elsie, Mich
1.00
Aug. 16, Stayner church, Ont
32.00
Aug. 16, Mrs. Samuel Minter, Abilene, Kans
5.00
July 16, Manor, Pequea Dist., Pa.
31.00
July 16, A brother, Elizabethtown
40.00
Aug 29, Bellesprings church, Abilene, Kans
40.00
Aug. 31, Rapho Dist., Pa
105.29
Aug. 31, Juniata Dist., Pa
35.00
Sept. 18, Amanda Gish, Harrisburg, Pa
5.00
Sept. 24, Manheim S. S., Pa
73.05
Sept. 24, Rapho Dist., Pa.
26.00
Oct. 2, Free Grace Church, Pa
50.00
Oct. 4, Bro. Harmon and family,
Upland, Calif
12.00
Oct. 4, Isaac Eyer, Upland, Calif....
4.00
Oct. 19, Mrs. J. G. Engle, Hope,
Kans
10.00
Total receipts to Nov. 1, 1928....$ 1,204.15
Bal. on hand April 16, 1928
9,147.29
Total
$10,351.44
Expended to Nov. 1, 1928
$ 1,610.17
Bal. on hand Nov. 1, 1928
$ 8,741.27
D. R. Eyster, Treas.
WATCHFULNESS
Watching against evil talk. Psa. 39:1.
Thus I resolved before the Lord,
"Now will I watch my tongue,
Lest I let slip one sinful word,
Or do my neighbor wrong."
And if I'm e'er constrained to stay
With men of lives profane,
I'll set a double guard that day,
Nor let my talk be vain.
I'll scarce allow my lips to speak
The pious thoughts I feel,
Lest scoffers should the occasion take
To mock my holy zeal.
Yet if some proper hour appear,
I'll not be overaw'd,
But let the scoffing sinners hear
That I can speak for God.
Brethren's Old Hymnal.

I sat next to a fat commercial
traveler in the smoking car. He wore
large diamonds, knew nothing, and
found fault (profanely) with every
thing the Russian Soviets and the
Sinn Fein Republic had done. God
pity his wife—unless she happens to
be like him.—Henry van Dyke.
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This department is begun with the hope that it will furnish our ministry with a medium
of exchange for suggestions and helps for pulpit material, methods of work, etc. We
sincerely invite your hearty cooperation in supplying material you may deem of interest to this department.—Editor.

YOUR WORK
"All things are full of labor:" and
the Great Master has given "to every man his work." We are often
tempted to compare our work with
the work of others. Individual work
is disparaged by associated work; the
work of solitary and unaided workers is compared with the work of
great organizations and well-trained
men. "What do these feeble Jews,"
said the men who opposed the rebuilding of Jerusalem; but in spite of all
the caviling and hindering, the feeble
Jews went on with their work, the
walls of Jerusalem were built, even
in troublesome times, and the names
of the feeble Jews have come down
to us clothed with honor.
The Christian worker needs to
know his own work. It may be a
great work, it may be a very small
work, but it is the work which has
been given him to do, a necessary
work, an important work, a work that
might not be done unless he did it.
It is not for him to take work out of
the hands of others, or seek to compete with others who are doing work
which God has appointed them. It
is not for him to do a work simply
because he thinks he can do it, or because he can do it better than some
one else. His proper work is the work
which God has given him to do, and
if he will do this he will be blessed in
the deed. Whether the work be
great or small, whether it be attended by prosperity or adversity; whether it be called to lead a forlorn hope
in the battle's front, or to shout victory over the retreating foe, whatever his work may be, he is simply
to do it. His eyes must be on the
Lord. The great Master has called
him and prepared him for His special service.
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he was debarred from entering Canaan. What would have been the history of men whom God has called and
honored with His blessing, had they
refused to obey His bidding? What
if Elisha. had refused to leave his
twelve yoke of oxen at the prophet's
call ? What if Amos had stuck to his
herds and his sycamore trees? What
if David had lingered among the
sheepfolds? What if Matthew had
tarried at the receipt of custom?
What if Peter and John had refused
to forsake their fishing nets? What
if Paul had been disobedient to the
heavenly vision? What if Luther
had failed to believe that the just
shall live by faith? What if John
Bunyan had consented to stop preaching, and go out of Bedford jail and
live peaceably? What if the Pilgrim
Fathers had feared to breast the
stormy waters of the deep ?

Much work is done by lonely, singlehanded, unassisted workers, which
never could be accomplished if it depended upon organizations, associations, and combinations. Multitudes
of men could never see, and never be
convinced of the importance of the
work. The Lord does not find it needful to instruct every onlooker in the
details of the work He desires to
have done, it is enough to show the
man who is concerned in this duty,
and bid him to do it.
Dear friend, have you work from
Who can tell what might have been
the Lord? Has He given you somehad these men proved unequal to
thing to do? Are you doing it? or
their great occasion, and heedless of
have you refused to do that which He
the divine call? And there are others
required, and settled down in disin whose ears the call of God is
obedience, wondering why the Lord
sounding today. Will they hear it?
does not find something else for you
Will they heed it? Will they obey
to do? Have you estimated your
it? Will they go forth and follow
powers, and decided that you are not
Him who leads the host of God to vicfit for the work that the Lord has
tory, or will they refuse that call, and
given you? Have you undertaken to
sink ingloriously into oblivion?
show yourself wiser than He is? No
—The Christian.
wonder then that your life is a,
weariness, a disappointment, and a
THE BOOK THAT TELLS THE
failure. You think that you can judge
TRUTH
better than the Creator of your
power, your ability, and your duty.
One of the distinctive characterisDoubtless others have made the same
tics
of the Bible is that it never apmistake. One man whom the Savior
peals
to man's pride. Most other
called to sell all and follow Him, went
books
do. They glorify man and his
away sorrowful, for he had great posachievements.
Histories tell what
sessions. His name is forgotten, his
this
or
that
great
character has done,
possessions have passed away, and
or
what
a
nation
has done through
he who might have stood in companionship with the prophets and apos- the leadership of capable men. Biotles has sunk to such oblivion that graphies make out a convincing case
even his name is forgotten among for notable personality. When we
come to the Bible, full of biography
men.
and history, the case is different. Its
Do you say, I have but one talent ? greatest human characters, as a rule,
So the man said who hid his talent in are men of such glaring weakness or
the earth and lost everything. Do incapacity that God had to do the suyou say, I am slow of speech? So pernatural in order to use them for
Moses said, yet he found before he His great works. The worthy things
was through that he spoke quite fast done by His peculiar nation Israel
enough, and that for a hasty speech came to pass only because God pa-
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tiently bore with her failures and
faithlessness toward Him, and used
her in spite of herself.
It is wholesome to read the Bible,
because it tells the truth about ourselves. This does not mean it is ever
a discouraged or a discouraging Book;
there is no literature in all the world
so radiant and quickening with courage, confidence and optimism. But
it sees the source of hopefulness not
in man but in God. It discloses the
true character of sin, its deadly
weakening and destructiveness. Inasmuch as all men are sinners by nature, and left to themselves are
hopelessly in the bondage of sin, the
Bible prevents us from living in a
fool's paradise with any notion that
we can, of ourselves, make life worthy or worth while. One of its great
messages is that "with men this is
impossible; but with God all things
are possible." The grace of God, not
the greatness of men, is the theme of
the Bible.—Toronto Globe.

ate heart, and which make clear the
emptiness of the self-centered life,
might help quite a bit to give direction and inspiration toward a line of
investigation which would be profitable indeed.—United Presbyterian.

"Stop!" cried Nancy. "I neber suppose. De Lord is my Shepherd, and
I knows I shall not want. And,
honey, it is all dem 'sposes' as is makin' you so mis'able. You orter give
dem all up, an' jes, trust in de Lord."
—Sunday School Times.

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW?
The questionnaire craze has followed the crossword puzzle. How much
do we know? There is only one man
in the world who knows even one
thing absolutely, and that is the redeemed man. The redeemed man,
filled with the glory of God's Spirit,
knows he is saved. Job said, "I know
that my Redeemer liveth," and Paul
said, "I know in whom I have believed." If a man knows that he is a redeemed man, he has in him the beginning of all knowledge, knowledge
of self, of his neighbor, of God, of
life, of the universe in which he lives.
He has a knowledge which fills his
heart with joy. It is such a joy that
he hungers to share it with all the
world. Some one has said that the
questionnaire fad will soon die out because "we love opinions and hate
knowledge." We like to air all our
pet fancies and prejudices, but we dislike the sweated labor which enables
a man to speak intelligently and convincingly on the theme in view. If
we "know him and the power of his
resurrection" we have indeed the
knowledge which maketh wise unto
salvation. Questionnaires which uncover the contents of the unregener-

1,750,000 JEWS IN NEW YORK
KEEPING OUR DESTINATION IN
One of every three persons living
VIEW
in New York City is a Jew. A survey has just been completed by Israel
In the last analysis our amusements
Chipkin, educational director of the are only a means to an end. BoardJewish Education Association.
ing an eastbound street car, a dear
According to these figures, the old lady said to the conductor: "Is
present Jewish population of New this a Fair Grounds car?" "Yes,
York City is about 1,750,000. It has madam," replied the conductor.
increased about 250,000 in the last "But", persisted the would-be pasdecade. The United States bureau of senger, "it says 'Fair Grounds' on the
census estimated the total population front and 'Normal School' on the
of the city, July 1, 1926, at 5,924,000. side." "The front sign is right, maForty-five per cent of the Jews in dam. Get on." "Are you sure," perthe city now live in Brooklyn, consti- sisted the lady, with her foot on the
tuting 43 per cent of the total popu- step, "that it is a Fair Grounds car,
lation of that borough.—Chicago Tri- because it says 'Normal School, on
the side?" With exasperation the
bune.
conductor said, "Get on, lady, we ain't
goin' sidewise!" We are headed
RULES FOR TROUT FISHING
straight for the delectable mountains,
I watched an old man trout fishing so that neither in our ^relaxation nor
in Scotland one day, He was pulling in our amusements are we "going
them out one after another briskly. sidewise."—Star Trails (J. R. R.)
"You manage it cleverly, old friend,"
I said: "I have passed a good many
HOW TO HAVE A BEAUTIFUL
below who don't seem to be doing
FACE
anything." The old man lifted himself up, and stuck his rod in the
A difference can be observed beground. "Well, you see, sir, there be tween the faces of the Chinese conthree good rules for trout fishing, and verts to Christianity and those of the
'tis no use trying if you don't mind non-Christian natives. The story is
them. The first is, keep yourself out told of a Chinese woman who asked
of sight; and the second, keep your- the woman missionary teacher, if
self further out of sight; and the only pretty girls were taken into the
third is, keep yourself further still mission school. "No," replied the
out of sight. Then you'll do it." teacher, "we take all who come to us."
"Good for catching men, too," thought "But," continued the Chinese woman,
I.—Mark Guy Pearse.
"all your girls seem to be beautiful."
"We teach them soul culture," explained
the teacher. "Well," said the
A WORD TO THE ANXIOUS
woman, "I do not want my daughter
A colored woman named Nancy to become a Christian, but I am goearned a moderate living by washing. ing to send her to your school, that
One day one of those anxious Chris- she may have that look in her face."
tians said to her: "Ah, Nancy, it's It is well for us to remember that the
well enough to be happy now, but I expression on the face depends on
should think your thoughts of the the state of the heart. When Christ
future would make you sober. Sup- re'gns in human hearts He transpose, for instance, you should be taken figures them within, and this transsick, or suppose your employers formation reveals itself in the face.
—Westminister Teacer.
should move away, or suppose—"
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EARTH'S GREATEST EVENT
Translation for the Saints, and Tribulation for the World.

O

UR feet are standing on the
threshold of earth's greatest
events. Changes transpire rapidly
now. The greatest earthquakes, the
greatest famines, the greatest floods,
the greatest pestilences, and the
greatest of all wars, have visited this
generation. But terrible events are
yet to come and sorrows of greater
intensity. . We have already had the
earnest of the great tribulation in
these disasters, but we have not yet
reached earth's midnight; of which
time our Lord said, "Except those
days be shortened, there should be no
flesh saved."
Shall we not begin anew to warn
the people that the day is at hand?
Shall we not sound an alarm ? "Sound
an alarm in my holy mountain: let all
of the inhabitants of the land tremble: for the day of the Lord cometh
(the day of His judgments), for it is
near at hand."
As we have had the earnest of the
tribulation day in our age, so have we
also had glimpses of the dawning of
the glorious day of our Lord's appearing. In the last twenty years there
has been the greatest manifestations
of the Holy Spirit the churches have
ever known. Not greater than the
signs that followed the first Pentecost, except that in so short a time it
has reached to the uttermost parts
of the earth: while the first Pentecost was local, confined mostly to the
dwellers in Jerusalem and its surroundings.
In this latter rain revival He gives
us vision of the glory that we shall
enter into, which His holy presence
brings to waiting saints. That heavenly glory fills our souls when we realize it is His work in us, preparing us
to meet our Bridegroom. Soon we
shall hear Him call "Come away, my
people, enter thou into thy chambers,
and shut the doors about thee: hide
thyself as it were for a little moment,
until the indignation be overpast."

His people are being thrust
out to proclaim the Lord's soon coming, and to awaken the slumbering
church. They are calling, "Behold
the Bridegroom cometh." Oh, will
the church arouse herself and prepare to meet the Bridegroom? Why
is the church of Christ so slow of
heart to believe the things which belong to her peace? Except she can
be aroused, the faithful few will be
taken from her midst, and then her
house will be left unto her desolate.
Dr. Joseph Geiss says: "When men
forget to think of the coming again
of the Lord Jesus in His great apocalypse, when they cease to look and
long for that as the crown and goal
of their faith and hope, when they
make light of it, and treat it as a fable, and regard all concern about it
as fanticism, they show and prove
that they are not of that elect body
of God's saints which constitute the
bride of the Lamb: for the deepest
heart voice of the bride, with that of
the Spirit itself, is "Come, Lord Jesus ; come as Thou hast promised and
foreshone; come quickly'."
Hear, oh, b e l o v e d , if H i s
saints should fall into indifference,
and lose sight of the inspiring hope
of our Lord's soon coming, they, too,
will be in danger of being overtaken
as a thief. If any of you become disheartened, occupy yourself with the
Lord's soon coming, and your joy will
spring up. "Jesus is coming soon"
has been echoed and re-echoed around
the world many times since the latter rain revival fell. How faithful
He is to warn us that He is near,
"Even at the door." Hallelujah! He
will find some, when He comes, "Arrayed in fine linen clean and white:
for the fine linen is the righteousness of saints." The Lamb's wife is
making herself ready.
"The King's daughter is all glorious within: her clothing is of
wrought gold. She shall be brought
unto the King in raiment of needlework; the virgins, her companions
that follow her, shall be brought unto Thee. With gladness and rejoic-
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ing shall they be brought: they shall
enter into the King's palace." Psa.
45:13, 14, 15.
It means much to be made all glorious within by the working of the
Holy Spirit within us; it means much
to have clothing of wrought gold, and
raiment of needlework, in this preparation to meet our Bridegroom. The
process of overcoming brings to us
this preparation. All glorious within, and beautiful outward adorning.
"And His wife hath made herself
ready."
Behold, He Cometh with Clouds.
Are we looking for Him? Some
day every eye shall see Him, and every knee shall bow down to Him, and
acknowledge Him as the Lord of the
whole earth and King of glory. When
He comes all may not be ready in
their hearts to have this Holy One to
rule over them, but they will bow at
His mighty name. Our praises ascend, and we rejoice in the glad hope
of His soon coming. The saints of
God "Love His appearing." We are
waiting for and expecting the Parousia of our glorious Lord Jesus. The
meaning of the word Parousi is "A
presence realized." Beloved, this will
indeed soon be real to us. His holy,
glorious presence is our heart's desire. Hallelujah! "In that day shall
the Lord of hosts be for a crown of
glory, and for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue of His people."
"Awake Thou that Sleepest."
"Then shall the kingdom of heaven be likened unto ten virgins, which
took their lamps and went forth to
meet the bridegroom."
Here is the procession starting out
to meet the Lord. They have all got
the lamp of profession, they have all
"made a start."
"And five of them were wise and
five were foolish." What is the difference? They all look alike.
"They that were foolish took their
lamps, and took no oil with them; but
the wise took oil in their vessels with
their lamps."
You could see the lamp of profession, but the oil, the Holy Spirit,
could not be seen. The all-important
question for me is, Have I the oil?
—Bridegroom Messenger.
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zines as not having much above the
waist and very little below are not
rare. Why should a woman desire
OUBTLESS many of us were to show her dress shields and understartled last February at the wear to the public?" This circular
revelations made by our government says much more that is plain truth.
at the time we were requested to It tells about the permanent disfigpreach to our congregations on the. urement of feminine feet and limbs,
prevalence of vice in our nation. Some brought about by the high-heeled
years ago the writer almost hooted at shoes of the day.
the idea when a physician friend
The writer, a professor in the unistated that seventy-five per cent of
versity, declares: "I may safely say
the young men of our land were afthat one-half of the girls in my classfected with the results of vice.
es have hopelessly enlarged big toe
Spurred on to make further investijoints due to the shoes with high
gation he was told later by a physiheels and pointed toes."
cian, an elder in the church he was
serving at the time, that knew of
The sober-minded Christian wononly two young men in the town in ders how any sober-minded woman
which he was living who had "not can countenance many of the fashbeen caught," but that he thought ions of her sex today, especially when
most of them had "learned their les- she knows they are designed by men
son." He also came into possession and for the purpose both of making a,
of a pamphlet issued by the Indiana sensation and of bleeding them of
State Board of Health which placed their money if not of their morals.
the percentage at eighty.
The glory of woman is what differEvidently something is radically entiates her in her physical makeup
wrong with our civilization and our from man. Her differentiations are
home life, when it is possible to say her own private possession and ought
such things. And when we look at to be held sapred, and anything tendthe prevailing fashions, especially ing to make them of common or pubthose feminine, we are led to ask our lic character ought to be absolutely
mothers and sisters to consider se- tabooed. To bring them into unnecriously the question whether they are essary notice is not only to rob her
tending to increase or curb this aw- of the beauty of modesty but also to
ful condition of the other sex. Writ- tempt the opposite sex to rob her of
ing recently in a national journal, a her purity and charm. Why should
mother said, "There is never going to skirts be worn so tight and so devoid
be a winning fight against vice in the of underskirts that she reveals her
United States of America until wom- figure in terrible distinctness? Why
en face the fact that present styles should garments be so thin as to reof dress, or to spea,k more accurately, veal the bare body beneath or as to
'undress,' decreed largely by men de- bring limbs distinctly into outline
signers and manufacturers, are ab- when the wearer steps between a
solutely mimical to purity of thought man and the shining sun? Why
and action. It should not surprise us should the waist be worn so low at
to find lax morals among our young the neck that the least bending forboys and girls when mature women ward throws into immediate view the
go to the extremes that georgette organs provided by God and sacred
and similar fabrics have carried for her crowning glory, her child?
Why should dress be worn in so
them."
many ways to rob the wea,rer of modThe University of Illinois has pub- esty? These are plain questions,
lished a circular entitled "Fashion— but is not the madness of the fashIts Use and Abuse." Under the head ions of the times such as to demand
"Decency" it says: "Decency is fun- plainness of speech and bravery of
damental in dress. Waists so thin action ?
that a woman must shave in order to
wear them are not decent. Evening
And if these things are done, are
dress described in our fashion maga- we to be surprised if we find the boys

and young men of our day coming to
look upon their sisters as not of finer
mould than themselves, but rather as
a plaything with which to gratify
their passions and desires? Is it
strange that these same young chaps,
often only high school boys, should
be led into vicious ways, and then
having disease fasten upon them, that
they should seek other than the family physician? I am told of such in
this city going to a colored physician
for relief, and am glad that he is reported to be honest enough to tell
them that all he can do for them is to
relieve them, not cure them.
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Christian mothers, are you willing
to be in any degree responsible for
the awful harvest of immorality that
is sure to follow some of the fashions
of today ? If not, I am sure you will
join the crusaders that are lifting up
their voices against them and both
by word and deed oppose them. We
rejoice to know that in many places
the women's clubs are clubbing the
evil. Let every woman who loves her
own children and her country do the
patriotic thing and the tide will turn,
with God's help. — Rev. B. E. P.
Prugh, D. D., in The Evangelist.
Editors Note: This from a religious paper of ten years ago, makes us
wonder if Christians are doing their
duty in trying to stem the tide among
their children and those for whom
they are at least in a measure responsible.
TO WHOM DOES IT BELONG ?.
To whom does it belong, this money
I have inherited, this salary I am
earning, this house I am building,
these savings I have in the bank ? I
say, my house, my bank account, my
property, my salary, mine. Who owns
it, this wealth, this power, this influence ?
"You do, of course," laughs the
world.
"God does," asserts the Bible.
It's queer, isn't it that after all the
centuries of reading the Bible the
churches have made so little of property as a religious question ? For the
Bible is full of it.
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Story and proverb and poem, legislation and parable and exhortation
—all unite to emphasize Gods sole
ownership of earth and heaven.
Through long centuries of painful
training the children of Israel were
taught to take the first fruits from
the garden, the choicest lamb of the
flock, the tenth of all the increase, as
a token that they and all theirs belong alike to God, the Giver and
Owner of all. The tithe, the freewill
offering, the gift at feast day and
fast day were only so many reminders of funds held in trust.

piled those pleasant places of pleasure
while His world was ignorant and
cold and hungry and wicked ? Was it
God's money that was fritted and
fluttered and flaunted and danced and
whistled into eternity while His kingdom waited ? If it was, shall we not
meet this record some day when the
books are opened?

xliii. 12; and that is also the place of
the throne (verse 7.)
The last verse chapter xlii. shows
that the Temple will be about one
mile square; while the last verse of
chapter xlviii. shows that the circumference of the city will be about
thirty-four miles, if not more.
As already stated, in Ezekial we
have the earthly city, but in Revelation it is the heavenly city. And of
course we must expect the heavenly
city to surpass far the earthly one in
every way. The earthly city will be
very wonderful and beautiful but not
by any means so wonderful and beautiful as the heavenly city. The first
point to notice is that this is called
the New Jerusalem: but will not the
earthly city be new, too? The heavenly city will be "new" in every way
we can think of. But it will always
be new. Within a thousand years,
and the earthly city will have passed
away as one of the old things; but
the heavenly city will always be new,
and will never grow old, for she is
built of living stones. And I Peter ii.
5. and Eph. ii. 19-22 leave us in no
doubt as to what those living stones
are. This city is the Bride; but it is
our home, too, just as my body is my
"tabernacle," or "earthly house" (II
Cor. v. 1), and yet also a part of myself.

The New Testament is not less
startling in its emphasis on man's
stewardship and God's ownership.
Jesus' parable of the talents and His
picture of the judgment agree in this,
that they weigh the question of acquisition and expenditure with the issues of life and death.
Whose is it? If it is mine, I may
use it to please myself, and it is nobody's business but my own; but if it
is God's, I must give an account to the
Owner for every penny.
Aladdin's lamp never was half so
mysterious nor so powerful as these
shining bits of nickel and silver and
copper that slip through our fingers
in an unceasing stream. There are
some servants of ours who can speak
but one language; but these are the
polyglots and universal. A grain of
wheat talks bread and only bread; a
violet breathes of violet; but a penny
will speak whatever you will, fa,cile
slave that he is. To one he says
beer, to another bread. He turns
himself into a train ride or puffs himself out in smoke. To the child he
• whispers ever of goodies; to the student, of books and papers; to the
artist, of brush and pencil; to the
schoolgirl of flowers and ribbons. Yet
that same little coin may take the
wings of the morning and preach the
everlasting Gospel to the ends of the
earth, if you will it so; or it may minister to the whim of some fleeting
moment.

Whose is it, anyway, mine or
God's ? There is not a more profound
question for Christian men and women to settle. It ought to be settled.
—Selected.
(Continued from page 4.)

Turning back again to Rev. xxi. we
read, the "city lieth foursquare"; and
this, at first sight, would seem to
mean that it is a cube. But we see
reasons for thinking that it may not
be a cube, but pyramidical in shape.
It "lieth" foursquare: if we put the
stress on that word "lieth," and also
notice that we are only told that the
length is as large as the breadth, and
that nothing is said about the height
being as large, but we cannot see that
there is any proof that the*city is a
cube.
In studying this subject, I have received great help by noticing what is
said in the last nine chapters of Ezckiel about the earthly city in the Millennium. The very first thing we see
in that wonderful vision is a vdry
high mountain and a city in the land
of Israel. We believe this is Mount
Zion; "Beautiful for situation, the
joy of the whole earth is Mount Zion"
(Psa. xlviii.)

The great earthquake that will occur upon the pouring out of the seventh vial will doubtless cause great
changes in the surface of the earth;
and the fourteenth chapter of Zechariah shows that when the Lord returns to the Mount of Olives, that
mountain will be completely removed.
We gather from these Scriptures
that, during the Millennium, there
will be a new mountain in Palestine—
Were they God's those billion, bil- a very high mountain—and that the
lion pence that were drowning in city Jerusalem will be built upon this
drink last year while His world lay mountain: that will be the earthly
groaning in darkness ? Was it God's Mount Zion; and the great millennial
coin that built those mountains of Temple will be on the top of the
candies and volcanoes of smoke and mountain, as is clearly stated in Ezek.

This city is also "new" in design.
It is through not thinking of this that
many are unable to see how it can
possibly be a literal city at all. But
surely we ought to see that although
it is a city it cannot be one of any human design. Its design must be something quite new and unknown in any
earthly city.
Whether we can form any correct
idea from the Scripture of its real design and shape; whether we are right
or wrong in thinking it to be like a
pyramid; we see absolutely no reason why we should not believe it to
be a literal city. We believe in taking God's Word literally wherever we
can, and we can do it safely enough
here.—The Morning Star.
It is not enough to dream of heavenly mansions—we must build them.
And the material that goes into them
we must gather here below.

